Furthermore there is lacking in the theory of a.f. 2 c.v. a theorem analogous to the theorem of Riemann, stating that every simply connected domain possessing at least two boundary points can be transformed conformally into (S 2 . We cannot therefore limit ourselves to 1 Presented to the Society, April 27, 1940. 2 We designate by capital and small letters, respectively, real and complex functions of Zk, Zk -Xk-\-iyk, and manifolds by English letters, where the upper index denotes the dimension of the manifold. We omit this index for four-dimensional manifolds. We denote by £[••• ] the set of points whose coordinates satisfy the relations indicated in brackets. S means the logical sum. A horizontal bar above a letter indicates the closure of the set denoted by the letter. 3 The numbers in brackets refer to the following papers: Stefan Bergman, 1. Proceedings, Akadem!e van Wetenschappen, Amsterdam, vol. 34 (1932) 2. Functions of the extended class. In the present paper we shall consider a special class of domains, 9ÏÎ, with distinguished boundary surface. Let fc(s 2 , X), 0^X^2x, h(z2, 0) = A(s 2 , 27r), be a continuously differentiate function of 3 2 , X, which is for every constant X an analytic function of s 2 , 1221 ^ 1, such that: a°. we have
b°. it is possible to represent the curve b 1^) =So^x^2 1 r£[2i = fe(Z 2 ,X), 2 2 = s 2 ], |s 2 | ^1, in polar coordinates p, co in the form p=p(co; s 2 ) where p is one-valued, and with the further assumption that where w(f, Z2), ^(0, Z 2 ) =0, ze/(0, Z 2 ) >0, is the function which maps $ 2 (Z 2 ) on the unit circle; %(X;
is a set of non-decreasing positive functions described above converging uniformly to a limit function in every closed subregion of 5DÎ and almost everywhere on every S o^^rb^re**»)» r < 1-We have then by a classical theorem of Lebesgue [7, p. 28] Since the set of points of 5f. where g(zi, z 2 ) = 0 has zero measure, we have In order to avoid tedious operations in our later considerations we suppose in the following that g and g v have no factors of the form [zi -h(z2, X)], X const.
II. For (z u z 2 )em+H
(3.6) r(*i f s,; g; 2R) ^ 0.
PROOF. Since in every W(zl), \z%\ <1, T(zi, z 2 \ g; $ft) is a non-negative harmonic function of Xi, yu which may become infinite at a finite number of points a like -p log |si -a|, £ positive integer, it is necessary to show only that T(zu z 2 \ g; 9JÎ)^0 for (z\, s 2 )Gii =S i« 2 l<i^1( We can suppose that f o is chosen so near to 1 that g has no factors (JS 2 -re** 2 ), r 0^r <l. Hence in order to prove (3.9) it is sufficient to prove that (3.10) ƒ ƒ log I zi -ag\zt) I iMx(X; 0), 02 = re'**, is a continuous function of r for every k and H, the integration being taken over S;-$*=Stf>^2^?>8 1 (^** t ). BK™* 2 )=6[*I = *(™** 2 . X), 2a = re**«, Xi(r, <£ 2 ) ^X ^X 2 (r, <fc) ].
Let 8>0, €>0 and $ô = 6[|*i-£f >| g S, s 2 = re^2]. We can determine an r 0 so near to 1 that for r 0^r^l and ^ -e^0 2^^+ e where ^ = arc f£*\ a^(re^2) lies 7 in $5 and the point a^\re i<t>2 ) is not contained in fl^re** 2 ) for r 0^r^l , ^éfaS^-e or x/z+e^fa^^K We dissect every fl^re** 2 ), ^oâr^l, ^~€^</> 2^^+ e, into two parts; BÎ(™'* 2 is said to be "algebroid in U 2 ." 7 Here and in the following part of this section we write for the sake of shortness hire**, X) instead of [hire***, X), re 4 By (2.7), (3.6) the right-hand member is ^-CV and therefore for / ^ iV(r) we have by II (4.5) E T(0, 0; g 9 ; 90ï P ) ^ WC P + F(0, 0).
By Lemma III we can replace in (4.5) 3D? P by Sïi and since this inequality is true for every /, (4.1) holds. In order to prove that (4.1) is sufficient we shall show that ET-JXsi, s 2 ; g,; m)eiW).
For r<1, iV(r)<m< QQ,
